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GSK readies 500 reps for Horizant launch
April 8, 2011 |ByTracy Staton

Now that they have FDA approval for Horizant in the bag, GIaxoSmithKIine and
Xenoport are working out a sales strategy. And if the companies‘ statistics hold
true, there are more than 5 million Americans with symptoms of restless legs

syndrome, all potential buyers for this new treatment.

There's been plenty of debate about whether restless legs constitute a "real"
syndrome and whether sufferers really need a drug. To combat those arguments,
Xenoport has data suggesting the syndrome doesn't just consist of its trademark
leg twitchirg and restless sleep, but may be Inked to high blood pressure and
heart disease. And the fact is, sufferers are seeking treatment

That's where Horizant comes in, beginning July 1, the companies say.
GIaxoSmithKIine will field a sales force of some 500 reps, Xenoport CEO Ron

Barrett told FierceBiotech. Among their targets: The 60,000 to 70,000 primary care
doctors and neurologists who now write most of the scrips for restless legs
treatment

[webinar] Physician Prescribing Trends 8. opportunities for Health. system-Pharma collaborationj:1.
DATE WEDNESDAY, MARCH 16 | 11AM ETIBAM PT

athenahealttr conducted a skrdyb learn how health systems and new reimbursement models
are impacting prescribing behavior. We'll discuss our findings, including opporlrmities tor
phamra marketers, witr a health system leader on our Marctr 16th wetrinar. Reserve Your Spot
Today!

Xenoport itself has the right to co-market the dnrg, brrt the company doesn't plan to
do so right away, Barrett said. If it does decide to build up its own sales force, it
would hire 50 to 100 reps to complement GSK's work. As Xconomy poirts out,
Xenoport's share of profits varies according to how much it contrixutes to the
partnershp with GSK.

— read the Xconomy story
— get more from the Los Angeles Times

Related Articles:

XenoPort rockets up after FDA approves Horizant for RLS
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tiscuss the discussion around Gilead

| Sciences‘ huge czh reserve and the many
things the company might buy. Plus, a look
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Anonymous 5 years ago
I can assure you RLS is a documented medical condition. I have had it since the age of

12. As I age there have been times it has been so unbearable I have gone for weeks Dmcg Dfi;':;p1';_°:g '2'3:'('5°Eia;'e§&';:s°|
on an hour or two of sleep per night. When I was put on mirapex my sleep improved (pflncegm may NJ _ spmsued By;
100%. The problem is, with time, mirapex becomes less efiective. Fiefliefliolech
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PRESS RELEASES FEATURED JOBS

Immunovia announces collaboration with Mount Sinai Health System to > Need a job? Need to hire? Visit our jobs site.
validate early detection blood test for pancreatic cancer in a prospective
clinical study

First patient treated with LC Bead LUMl“' radiopaque embolic bead
supported by Philips live image guidance

Amplyx Phannaceuticals Expands Management Team and Increases Its
Series B Financing to $49.2 Million
SANOFI DELIVERED 2015 BUSINESS EPS UP 8.5% ON A REPORTED
BASIS AND STABLE AT CONSTANT EXCHANGE RATES CONSISTENT
WITH GUIDANCE

CMS will cover percutaneous LAAC therapy for Medicare beneficiaries
consistent with the FDA label when specific conditions are met
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